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We present our work on creating a database of emoticons – face marks widely used to convey emotions
in text-based online communication. The database is created by gathering emoticons from numerous
dictionaries of face marks and online jargon. The inconsistencies in emotion classification provided by
various dictionaries are solved by processing them with an affect analysis system developed previously.
Having the emoticon database annotated automatically this way, we extract patterns from it patterns of
semantic areas of emoticons, such as "eyes" and "mouths". Finally, we perform annotation of the
semantic areas based on co-occurrence statistics and the theory of kinesics.

ABSTRACT

PROTOTYPE METHOD
The method [1] determines whether 
the emotion is appropriate for the 
context it appears in.

For recognition of 
emotions it uses 
Ptaszynski’s affect 
analysis and 
annotation sys-
tem, ML-Ask [2], 

To verify the 
contextual 
appropriateness 
of those states it 
uses Shi’s Web 
mining technique 
[3] for gathering 
emotive common 
sense from the 
Internet. 

Lacks in 
database of 
emotemes

Emotive 
expressions 

lexicon is 
out of date

At most 
70% of 

accuracy

I. DEFINITION OF EMOTICON

Emoticon - one-line string of 
symbols containing at least 
one set of semantic areas: 
“mouth” [M], “eyes” [EL], [ER], 
“emoticon borders” [B1], [B2], 
and “additional areas” [S1] -
[S4]. Minimal emoticon set 
considered contains: “EL,ER”, 
“EL,M”, “M,ER”, “S1/S2,EL/M” 
or “M/ER,S3/S4”. 
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II. THEORY OF KINESICS

III. DATABASE OF EMOTICONS

Database Coverage
Unique raw emoticons = 10,137
Unique ELMER triplets = 6,185 
unique pairs of eyes EL,ER = 1,920
Unique mouths M = 1,654 
All possible combinations of triplets EL,ER×M = 3,175,680 possibilities

Unique raw emoticons (10,137) = 0.3% of full coverage
Unique triplets (6,185)  = 0.2% of full coverage. 

Without our approach (kinesics) we loose 97% of possible coverage! 

IV. DATABASE STATISTICS

CONCLUSIONS
We presented a description of a database of 
emoticons to be used in further research on affect 
analysis. The database contains over ten thousand
of unique emoticons collected from the Internet. 
These emoticons are automatically distributed into 
emotion classes. The emoticons are divided into 
semantic areas (mouths or eyes). The division into semantic 
areas is based on Birdwhistell’s [5,6] theory of kinesics. 
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(ﾉ^▽^)ﾉ

Kinesics - refers to all non-verbal behavior related to movement, 
such as postures, gestures and facial expressions (synonym of 
“body language”). Created by Birdwhistell in 1952-1970 [5, 6]. 

  
       Emoticons: representations of body language in online text-based 

communication. We can base the analysis of emotive information 
conveyed in emoticons on annotations of the particular semantic areas 
(kinemes) grouped in an automatically constructed emoticon database.

-Non-verbal behavior is 
used in everyday 
communication 
systematically and can 
be studied similarly to 
language.
-A minimal part 
distinguished in 
kinesics is a kineme -
the smallest set of body 
moves containing a 
certain meaning, e.g. 
raising eyebrows, 
annotated by 
kinegraphs.

1. Resource Collection
Extract emoticons from 7 online emoticon 
dictionaries:
Face-mark Party,
Kaomojiya,
Kaomoji-toshokan,
Kaomoji-café,
Kaomoji Paradise,
Kaomojisyo
Kaomoji Station

2 Database Naming Unification
- The number of categories and nomenclature in the dictionaries was 
not unified. 
-Processed all category names with ML-Ask [2] according to 
coherent classification of emotions based on Nakamura [4]. 
-Extracted 11,416 emoticons (10,137 unique ones, 89%). 
-Group by emotion type

3 Extraction of Semantic Areas 
appearing in unique emoticons.

4 Annotation of Semantic Areas
- Occurrence frequency of the area in 
the emotion type database was 
calculated for every triplet, eye pair and 
mouth. 
- Automatic annotation according to the 
probability of emotion expression 
(occurrence frequency). 

http://www.facemark.jp/facemark.htm, http://kaomojiya.com/, 
http://www.kaomoji.com/kao/text/, http://kaomoji-cafe.jp/, 
http://rsmz.net/kaopara/,
http://matsucon.net/material/dic/, 
http://kaosute.net/jisyo/kanjou.shtml

The database will be used in emoticon analysis system. The database 
contains over ten thousand of raw emoticons and over 3 million of 
possible combinations covering most of the possibilities. 
Planned evaluation: 1) emoticon detection in a sentence; 2) emoticon 
extraction from a sentence; 3) division of emoticon into semantic 
areas; 4) emotion classification of emoticons.
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